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Forward

The Sixth International Conference on Performance, Safety and Robustness in Complex
Systems and Applications (PESARO 2016), held between February 21-25, 2016 in Lisbon,
Portugal, continued a series of events dedicated to fundamentals, techniques and experiments
to specify, design, and deploy systems and applications under given constraints on
performance, safety and robustness.

There is a relation between organizational, design and operational complexity of
organization and systems and the degree of robustness and safety under given performance
metrics. More complex systems and applications might not be necessarily more profitable, but
are less robust. There are tradeoffs involved in designing and deploying distributed systems.
Some designing technologies have a positive influence on safety and robustness, even
operational performance is not optimized. Under constantly changing system infrastructure and
user behaviors and needs, there is a challenge in designing complex systems and applications
with a required level of performance, safety and robustness.

The conference had the following track:

 Performance, Safety and Robustness in Complex Systems and Applications

We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the PESARO 2016
technical program committee, as well as all the reviewers. The creation of such a high quality
conference program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also kindly
thank all the authors that dedicated much of their time and effort to contribute to PESARO
2016. We truly believe that, thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program consisted
of top quality contributions.

Also, this event could not have been a reality without the support of many individuals,
organizations and sponsors. We also gratefully thank the members of the PESARO 2016
organizing committee for their help in handling the logistics and for their work that made this
professional meeting a success.

We hope PESARO 2016 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas and
results between academia and industry and to promote further progress in the field of
performance, safety and robustness in complex systems and applications. We also hope that
Lisbon, Portugal provided a pleasant environment during the conference and everyone saved
some time to enjoy the beauty of the city.
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Abstract—Cloud services have become more popular because
of their decreasing cost. However, it is difficult to select the
optimal cloud service because there are many services whose
service levels are different. We evaluate our proposed method
for dynamically selecting the optimal cloud services to store
data in a heterogeneous multi-cloud environment. The
evaluation used the SLAs of actual cloud services and the
results indicate it is possible to select a combination of cloud
services.

Keywords-cloud computing; multi-cloud; hybrid cloud; secret
sharing scheme; availability; confidentiality

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing has recently become popular. Methods
involving a combination of multiple cloud services have
been proposed, [2]-[4], which provide users with more
advantages (availability or confidentiality) than usage of
single clouds.

These methods need to select the best combinations of
cloud services. As there are many different types of cloud
services with various service levels, a wide variety of service
levels can be constructed in heterogeneous multi-cloud
environments. Especially, multiple services are used at the
same time.

We first describe the proposed method. Then, we are
quantifying the evaluation using the developed prototype.
Furthermore, we present a concrete case using actual cloud
services.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We present
the related work in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe the
assumed environment and the proposed method. In Section
4, we show the overview of the evaluation system. In
Section 5, we describe the evaluation using actual public
cloud services implementing the prototype of this proposed
method, and evaluate the communication speed. Finally, we
conclude the paper in Section 6.

II. RELATED WORK

Approaches which use multiple cloud services have
been proposed to improve availability and confidentiality,
cost, performance, etc., when compared with single cloud
services. For example, DepSky [3] improved the availability,
integrity, and confidentiality of data stored in clouds. The
high-availability and integrity layer (HAIL) [6], which
accepts a set of servers to prove to clients that stored files
are complete and recoverable, was developed on links
between multiple cloud services.

Files that users want to manage in cloud storage have
properties of various degrees of confidentiality and
availability. Therefore, it is necessary to change the
requirements per file. This means one has to reselect the best
combination of cloud per file. Cardellini et al. demonstrated
how to select the best services [10] in relation to the cost-
effective use of such services. Tsai et al. proposed a cost-
effective intelligent configuration model [11]. In addition, a
file-distribution method using a secret sharing scheme was
proposed and evaluated in a homogeneous multi-cloud
environment [12]. A data management method in this
environment was also proposed [13].

There are also security concerns about public clouds.
Cloud security in terms of data management has also been
discussed [15]-[18]. To solve one of these issues, a method
in which a system automatically selects appropriate cloud
services using a service-level agreement (SLA) written in
extensible markup language (XML) has been proposed [19].
Currently, there is no way to select and evaluate optimal

cloud services from many different clouds (heterogeneous
multi-clouds) in using multiple clouds at the same time in the
proposed environment [12][13].

1Copyright (c) IARIA, 2016.     ISBN:  978-1-61208-522-7
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III. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Assumed Environment

We assumed a multi-cloud environment with many
cloud-storage services in a secret sharing scheme, and all of
these services had machine readable SLAs written in XML
[12][13][22]. In this section, we introduce the proposed
method [22] which is evaluated.

Figures 1 and 2 outline the proposed method. A user
selects a set of cloud services using their SLAs depending on
the required availability, confidentiality, and cost. Then, all
combinations of cloud services are calculated by the user
requirements, and it is determined to store in cloud services.
When a file is stored in cloud services, it is distributed using
a (k, L, n) secret sharing scheme [19]. However, the user
requirement is different per file. The best combination of
cloud services is selected by calculating when a user stores
the secret information.

B. (k, L, n) secret sharing scheme

The (k, L, n) secret sharing scheme was devised by
Yamamoto [20] and is an extension of the (k, n) secret
sharing scheme presented by Shamir [21]. It can reduce the
amount of distributed information compared to the (k, n)
secret sharing scheme.

By applying the (k, L, n) secret sharing scheme to secret
information x, n pieces of distribution information are
obtained. The restoration of the information is performed by
collecting k pieces. Additionally, the data size of the
distributed information becomes 1/L times that of the secret
information. It is possible to identify part of the secret
information from many k-Ls that are less than the ks of
distributed information. Fewer k-Ls provide safety with
regard to information theory, so it is not possible to obtain
any secret information.

C. Matching user requests with cloud service levels

In the proposed method [22], user requirements are
defined using four indicators.

1) Cost: Required cost per amount data (to store 1 MB
[yen/MB])

2) Confidentiality: Risk of secret data being identified
from data stored to cloud services

3) Availability: Total operating rate [%] of multi-cloud
4) Transfer time: Upload time and download time [s/MB]

We assumed these indicators are written in SLA of cloud
services. Therefore, we calculate and select the best
combinations of cloud services using the user requests.

D. Formulas that correspond to user requests

In the proposed method, the best combination of cloud
services is selected by calculating [22].

a) Uploading

As it is necessary for users and cloud services to
communicate during uploads, availability, transfer time, and
costs are important as metrics.

a. Cost
Cost is the total expense of all cloud services and is

expressed as

Matching

Secret
information

User requests

SLA of
cloud

share share share

Upload n
pieces

Matching

Secret
information

Download
k pieces

share share share

Figure 1. The image of uploading

Figure 2. The image of downloading
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Cost =
�

�
∑ Cost of Cloud��∈� . (1)

b. Availability
Because it must be able to communicate with all cloud

services to store shared information, availability becomes:

Availability = ∏ Operating rate of Cloud��∈� . (2)

c. Transfer time
Transfer time is the total upload time to reach each

service, and it becomes:

Transfer time =
�

�
∑

�

������������� ����� �� ������
�∈� . (3)

b) Storing

As it is not necessary to communicate with cloud
services, confidentiality of the secret data is very important.

a. Confidentiality
Confidentiality is related to the probability of

information leakage from each cloud and the total disclosure

level of the information. Here, 0≦x≦n.

Confidentiality =

∑ �∑ ∏ ��(�)∏ {1 − ��(�)}�∈����∈����∈�(�), |�|��� � ∗�
���

�������� �����(�). (4)

where P(n) is the power set of n, and LP(i) is the
leakage probability of cloud i.

The disclosure level is represented by the following
formula depending on the parameters of the (k, L, n) secret
sharing scheme.

�������� �����(�) = �

0 (� ≤ � − �)

1 −
���

�
(� − � < � < �)

1 (� ≤ �)

. (5)

c) Downloading

As it is necessary to communicate with clouds, the
availability and transfer time is important.

a. Availability
The availability in a cloud service to upload distribution

information is the probability that users can communicate

with all the cloud services necessary to restore the shared
data in all services that have stored shared data.

The A(i) in this equation is the operation ratio of cloud i.

Availability = ∑ �∑ ∏�(�)∏ {1 −�∈����∈����∈�(�), |�|���
�
���

�(�)}�. (6)

b. Transfer time
Transfer time is the time to communicate with the cloud

and restore information.

Tranfer time =
�

��
∑

�

������������� ����� �� ������
�∈� . (7)

E. Relationship between the indicators and (k, L, n) secret
sharing scheme

In the proposed method [22], the combination of cloud
services is calculated by the user requirements, and secret
information is uploaded for the selected cloud services using
(k, L, n) secret sharing scheme. Table I summarizes the
relationships between the indicators and the actions.

The availability in uploading is worse when the value of n
is increasing. The total operating rate is worse because of
increasing the number of distributions. The cost in uploading
is better when the value of L is increasing, but it is worse
when the value of n is increasing. The smaller size of data
can be stored in cloud services inexpensively, but the total
cost is increasing because of increasing the number of
distributions. The transfer time in uploading is better when
the value of L is increasing, but it is worse when the value of
n is increasing. The smaller size of data can be stored in
cloud services quickly, but the total transfer time is
increasing because of increasing the number of distributions.

The confidentiality in storing is better when the value of k
is increasing, but it is worse when the value of L and n are
increasing because of equation (5).

The availability in downloading is better when the value

of n is increasing, but it is worse when the value of k is
increasing. It is necessary to collect k pieces of distribution

TABLE I. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PARAMETERS AND
ACTIONS

Uploading Storing Downloading

Availa-
bility

Cost Transf-
er time

Confiden-
tiality

Availa-
bility

Transf-
er time

k - - - Better Worse Worse

L - Better Better Worse - Better

n Worse Worse Worse Worse Better -

3Copyright (c) IARIA, 2016.     ISBN:  978-1-61208-522-7
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information for restoring the secret information. The transfer
time in downloading is better when the value of L is
increasing, but it is worse when the value of k is increasing.
The smaller size of data can be downloaded quickly, but the
total transfer time is increasing because of increasing the
number of distributions for restoring.

IV. OVERVIEW OF THE EVALUATION SYSTEM

In this section, we explain the evaluation of a method
proposed in a previous study [22] using some of the metrics
in a heterogeneous cloud environment. In the previous study,
we assumed the value of SLA for private and public cloud
services, and selected some combinations using the proposed
method.

For the result, some combinations were calculated for
some situations; highest availability, lowest cost or highest
confidentiality.

In the current study, we investigated some actual SLAs
of public cloud services. Specifically, we investigated the
SLAs of Google Drive, CloudN, KDDI, BOX, Dropbox, and
One Drive. Table II lists the SLA metrics for these cloud
services. However, these name of cloud services were
expressed from P0 to P5 in Table II for consideration to the
cloud services. In Table II, all cloud services did not provide
leakage probability and communication speed. Therefore, we
assumed the value of leakage probability based on the
description of confidentiality. We decided whether the
acquisition of security standards and the policy of security
are written in SLA of each cloud services or not.

For communication speed, we did not evaluate the
communication speed because we cannot estimate the value.
However, it is necessary to evaluate the communication
speed. Then we developed a prototype in this proposed
method and evaluated the communication speed between the
cloud services and user. Here, we use five cloud services:
Box, Dropbox, Google Drive, and One Drive. For the
implementation, we use these cloud services, which provide
API. The results will be described later.

Then, Figure 3 shows the image of the evaluation model.
We selected the combination of cloud services, and

determined the parameter of a (k, L, n) secret sharing scheme
using the proposed equation. In addition, we developed a
prototype for uploading and downloading the distributed data
using that parameter.

V. ACTUAL CLOUD EVALUATION

A. Actual SLAs description and setting

Table III lists the metrics of private and public cloud
services that satisfy the actual SLAs. However, we assumed
the same value as that of the private clouds in Table III
because the actual value of private cloud is not written.
Additionally, P0 is getting the ISO 27001[23] and written the
policy of security in SLA, we assumed it is the better value
of leakage probability than other public cloud services. On
the other hand, P3 and P5 are written nothing about security.
Then we assumed these are the worse value of leakage
probability than other public cloud services.

Here, cost is defined as [yen/(month・GB)], and the user
has already contracted for all the public cloud services.

Cost = ∑ Cost of Cloud��∈� . (8)

Therefore, the costs of all combinations are fixed.

TABLE II. DESCRIPTION OF ACTUAL CLOUD SERVICES

Cloud
Operating

rate
Cost Leakage

probability
Communication
speed

P0 Written Written Not Written Not Written

P1 Written Written Not Written Not Written

P2 Written Written Not Written Not Written

P3 Written Written Not Written Not Written

P4 Written Written Not Written Not Written

P5 Not Written Written Not Written Not Written

TABLE III. PARMETER SETTING FOR EVALUATION

Cloud Operating
rate

Cost Leakage
probability

Private Cloud 0.999 - 0.001

P0 0.999 16.6 0.01

P1 0.9999 8.6 0.1

P2 0.9999 30 0.1

P3 0.999 6.0 0.5

P4 0.999 0.54 0.1

P5 0.9999 0 0.5

Figure 3. The evaluation model

P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5

Prototype

Public clouds
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All cloud services have sufficient communication speed;
therefore, we did not evaluate transfer time. The L of all
combinations was only one. Then, we calculated all
combinations of cloud services, and Table IV lists the three
unique combinations. As a result, the parameter of (k, L, n)
secret sharing scheme is (k = 2, L = 1, n = 4) or (k = 4, L = 1,
n = 4)

Combinations (p0, p1, p2, p4 in k = 2) and (p1, p2, p3,
p4) have the best availability; Combination (p0, p1, p2, p4 in
k = 2) has a lower cost than Combination (p1, p2, p3, p4).
Combination (p0, p1, p2, p4 in k = 4) has the highest
confidentiality, which is better than that of private clouds.
However, the availability of Combination (p0, p1, p2, p4 in
k=4) is the worst. This is caused by parameter k, that made
availability in downloading worse.

B. Evaluation of communication speed

Table V lists all the combinations of these cloud services.
Here, the value of n in (k, L, n) secret sharing scheme is four.
Combinations (p0, p3, p5), (p3, p4, p5), and (p0, p4, p5)
have better availability than Combination (p0, p3, p4).

Then, we measured the communication speed for each
cloud services (Table VI) and all the combinations (Table
VII). Here, the data size is 10 [MB], upload time is the
average of 10 measurements, and download time is the
average of 3 measurements. In addition, the download time
is measured for all combinations.

In Table VII, Combination (p0, p3, p4) has the best

upload time, and the combination of cloud p0 and p4 has the
best download time. Therefore, depending on the
combination of clouds chosen, it is possible to have a better
communication speed than using only one cloud service.
However, all of the combinations are worse upload time than
only each cloud, and cloud p3 is also worse download time.
Thus, the communication speed of some combinations is
worse than using each cloud service.

Additionally, Combination (p0, p3, p4) has the worst
availability in Table V. Combination (p0, p4, p5) does not
have a good upload time but has a good average download
time compared to other combinations. We need the
communication speed of the SLA to evaluate cloud services
not only operating rate, and find the best cloud services.

However, this evaluation is one example. In the actual
situation, the best combinations can be selected by the
calculation taking into consideration the user requirements in
this proposed method.

VI. CONCLUSION

We evaluated a method using multiple cloud storage
services in a heterogeneous cloud environment by using
concrete values of three metrics. We found that some
combinations of cloud services were more useful compared
to only one private cloud service. All combinations had both
advantages and disadvantages. Therefore, we found that the
communication speed is necessary for the new evaluation
value. However, we only implemented the prototype. In the
future, we need to implement the actual system.
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TABLE VII. COMMUNICATION SPEED FOR ALL
COMBINATIONS

Combi-
nation

Upload time
[ms]

Download
time [ms]

Download
Clouds

p0,p3,p5 10070 7499 p0,p5

12856 p3,p5

8986 p0,p3

p3,p4,p5 10829 10182 p4,p5

8652 p3,p4

12094 p3,p5

p0,p3,p4 6820 5445 p0,p4

11487 p3,p4

8594 p0,p3

p0,p4,p5 10616 8372 p4,p5

4390 p0,p4

8601 p0,p5

TABLE V. ESTIMATED VALUE

Combination k L n Leakage
probability

Availability in
downloading

p0,p3,p5 2 1 3 0.255 0.9999988

p3,p4,p5 2 1 3 0.3 0.9999988

p0,p3,p4 2 1 3 0.055 0.999997002

p0,p4,p5 2 1 3 0.055 0.9999988

TABLE VI. COMMUNICATION SPEED BETWEEN CLOUD
SERVICES AND USERS FOR SINGLE SERVICE

Cloud Upload time [ms] Download time [ms]

P0 4118 6858

P3 3680 2452

P4 4744 4642

P5 8815 7451

TABLE IV. THREE BEST COMBINATIONS EXTRACTED FROM

RESULTS

Combination k L n Leakage
probability

Availability when
downloading

p0,p1,p2,p4 2 1 4 304.3 0.99999999978

p1,p2,p3,p4, 2 1 4 1495 0.99999999978

p0,p1,p2,p4 4 1 4 0.1 0.99780141
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Abstract--The rising complexity of product and systems 
demands further attention to potential hazards. While 
researchers explore tools and methods to identify hazards, 
their prioritization remains a challenging task in a multi-
stakeholder environment. A reason for this is that the hazards 
are hardly quantifiable. While the accurate quantification 
remains a challenge, a flexible and pluralistic approach can 
bring the important ones on top of the list. This paper offers a 
methodology for ranking hazards in early phases of design 
with presence of a high level of uncertainty. It uses a 
pluralistic approach for prioritization of hazards. It adapts 
probability theory to embed flexibly in communication with 
stakeholders and process the available information. A 
graphical tool facilitates this communication and 
probabilistically utilize available information about system 
hazards. It introduces the “degree of consensus” as a metric to 
rank the identified hazards. This metric represents the consent 
of stakeholders on the system of interest (SoI) concerns used 
for example in its architecture, design decisions, or alternative 
evaluation. The paper explains the mathematical formulation 
and presents an application example for this. 

consensus; hazards; uncertainty; prioritization; ranking. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Hazard Identification  

Hazards are the risk sources, and their proper recognition 
and prioritization leads to a better understanding of risk and 
their management. The rising complexity and cross-
disciplinary nature of systems demands further development 
for identification of hazards [1]. Hazard is the potential 
source of harm [2], and this creates a direct link between 
hazard and risk. If a hazard is not identified, risks remain 
unattended.  

The European norm on risk assessment [3] summaries 
the tools and methods applicable to hazard identification in 
categories of strongly applicable and applicable. The 
strongly applicable methods for risk identifications are 
brainstorming, Delphi, Check-lists, Primary hazard analysis, 
Hazard and operability studies (HAZOP), Environmental 
risk assessment, SWIFT, Scenario analysis (SA), Failure 
mode and effect analysis (FMEA), Cause-and-effect 
analysis, Human reliability analysis (HRA), Reliability 
centered maintenance (RCM),  Consequence/probability 
matrix. The applicable methods for hazard identifications 

are Business impact analysis (BIA), Fault tree analysis 
(FTA), Event tree analysis (ETA), Cause and consequence 
analysis (CCA), Layer protection analysis, Sneak circuit 
analysis, Markov analysis, FN curves, Risk indices, 
cost/benefit analysis, and Multi-criteria decision analysis.  

B. Early life-cycle 

Designers can effectively impact a system in early 
design phases. In this phase, changes are often less costly 
and design decisions can profoundly influence the system of 
interest. In early design phases, proper information reduces 
uncertainties, increases utilities, and creates value for the 
system as shown in Figure 1. This is because proper 
information for a designer leads to better design choices that 
ultimately influence the rest of design including concept, 
detail, services, and etcetera.  

 
Figure 1. The information concern in the design process [4]. 

 
Yet information in the beginning of design can also be 

overwhelming. A design team may be exposed to a lot of 
information that hinders focusing on the key aspects of 
design. In system design with the multi-stakeholder nature 
of systems, divergent expectations of stakeholders can 
prevent a designer to focus on the key drivers for a system 
design.  

In an interdisciplinary system, there are a lot of mono- or 
multi- disciplinary hazards that are hard to quantify or 
prioritize. Quantification of hazards in the form of frequency 
or severity comes after its realization. Furthermore, this 
quantification may be subject to change over time. 
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Lack of proper hazard identification or prioritization 
leads to rising complexity in the risk analysis and 
management. Most of the currently applied hazard 
identification methods result in a hazard pool. In such a 
view, a larger system results a larger hazard pool which 
makes the prioritization more complex. The next section 
discusses this in further details. 

C. Hazards, risks and requirements 

A good understanding of hazards and risks helps to 
develop a proper list of requirements. The importance of 
requirements have been discussed in design literatures, see 
e.g. [5-7]. This study adapts a pluralistic approach for 
highlighting system hazards, risks or requirements.  

Literatures have discussed that many engineering design 
methods pay attention to system risks when there is already 
a concept for the system. Yet proper view of main hazards 
helps forming an architecture that fits better to them [8, 9]. 
Recognition of system hazards is indeed a pluralistic 
approach, and the design team/ architecture need to 
approach different system stakeholders and explore their 
concerns about the system risks and hazards. Stakeholder in 
this paper is used as a general term that includes system 
shareholders, users, designers, experts and etcetera, and the 
concern refers to a stakeholder concern including the 
specific hazard.  

Literatures confirm that an incomplete set of 
stakeholders may lead to incomplete results since there are 
problems arising from the scope, understanding and 
validation of needs, concerns or concern [10, 11] in the 
course of communication with stakeholders. Therefore, 
identification of stakeholders and elicitation of information 
are considered as prerequisites for understanding the system 
hazards. Systems often involves a large number of 
stakeholders [12]. Figure 2 presents the functional diagram 
for identifying stakeholders and communicating with them. 
This results in a pool of concerns with a lot of information. 
Ranking of this information helps the designer to keep her 
focus on the key aspects. Recognition of key hazards is 
likely to be seen subjectively as different stakeholders tend 

to focus on their areas of interest and pay more attention to 
the hazards that influence their interest.   

 This study assumes that key hazards are recognized by 
the stakeholders and that those key hazards can be 
determined through a pluralistic approach. It therefore 
focuses to offer a pluralistic approach that communicates 
well with stakeholders, provides freedom for presenting the 
opinions, and embraces doubts or uncertainties in their 
information.  

D. System hazards 

This study builds on the assumption that key hazards in 
design are recognized by the consensus of stakeholders, and 
they can be rated systematically through a ranking process. 
In general, ranking of parameters (hazards) based on their 
importance is well discussed in decision models. The use of 
multi criteria decision models typically involves a 
systematic ranking process as for instance indicated in [13, 
14]. The influence of the ranking process on final decisions 
is for example explained in [15]. A review of subjective 
ranking methods shows that different methods cannot 
guarantee accurate results. This inconsistency in judgment 
explains difficulty of assigning reliable and subjective 
weights to the requirements. A systematic approach for 
ranking is described in [16] that is a generalization of 
Saaty’s pairwise structure [17]. Given the presence of 
subjectivity in the ranking process, sensitivity analysis of the 
design criteria is used to study the influence of variation and 
the ranking process on the decisions made [18]. 
Furthermore, some approaches e.g. the task-oriented 
weighing approach is effectively used. This approach is 
meant to limit the subjectivity of criteria weighting [19]. It 
suggests an algorithm to rank criteria objectively while 
considering the uncertainty in criteria weight [20]. The 
approach is based on introducing fuzzy numbers that 
imposes specified membership functions, which has been 
also used in [21, 22]. 

The methods used to identify the system hazards are 
mentioned earlier in this paper. The outlines of these 
methods are available elsewhere in for example [23]. The 

Figure 2. The process of identification of stakeholders and communication with them. 

Identify 
stakeholders

Integrate collected 
information

Communicate with 
stakeholders

Document 
concerns/ values 

Identify key 
concerns/

values

 more stakeholders identified?

Form the pool 
of concerns/

values
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use of these methods results in a bank of information called 
a “pool of hazards”. 

E. Pool of hazards 

The so called pool of hazards integrates the identified 
hazards that threaten the system. This pool includes all the 
system hazards recognized by stakeholders. As the pool can 
become of enormous size, a method is required for listing 
them based on their priorities. Figure 3 schematically shows 
a set of hazards recognized for a system.  
 

 

Figure 3. A schematic view for the pool of hazards. 

 

II. COMMUNICATON OF HAZARDS 

There are obstacles in communication with system 
stakeholders who can be individuals, corporations, 
organizations and authorities, with different fields/ levels of 
knowledge and experience [4]. They all have their interests 
and expectations. This study uses uncertainty to allow a 
human solution in terms of preferred alternatives [24, 25]. 
The uncertainty in importance of design concerns is also of 
human nature which should be reflected in the process [26]. 
The principle of the method is described elsewhere in [7] 
and discussed in further details through this next section. 

A. Presentation  

The method aims at a realistic and intuitive approach that 
can communicate to stakeholders with different fields of 
knowledge and expertise. The method must be transparent, 
easy to implement and readily adaptable by different users. 
For this purpose, graphs are used to effectively communicate 
with different users. The format presented in Figure 4 is 
used to identify and register the importance of a concern 

according to a stakeholder. It shows that the linguistic scale 
may replace the numeric scale for the ease of 
communication, and one can assign a range of possible 
importance to a certain concern. For illustration, Figure 4(b) 

shows that the i-th concern, iC , may have the importance 
somewhere from 0.6 to 0.8 according to one of the 
stakeholders in 0 to 1 grading scale, where 0 indicates no 
importance at all and 1 represents the absolute importance. 
Then, probability distribution function (PDF) is assigned to 
this recorded data. Symmetric opinions are assumed here in 
this paper as described in [27, 28] and the collected data is 

treated as a random variable with a Gaussian distribution. 

 

B. Formulation 

Having m  stakeholders, their opinions for the i-th design 

concern iC is presented by stochastic variables 1 2
, , ...,

mi i ic c c
, 

where ki
v

 presents the k-th stakeholder’s opinion over the 
importance of the i-th concern. The mean and standard 
deviation of these variables are respectively shown as 

1 2
, ,...,

mi i i  
and 1 2

, , ...,
mi i i  

. As a result, the overall 
mean and standard deviation of opinions over the i-th 
concern are formulated by Equations (1) and (2), 
respectively. 
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Where k  represents the assigned weight to the k-th 
stakeholder. If the stakeholders are evenly graded (which is 
not very likely in the context of complex systems), 
Equations (1) and (2) transform to the following.   
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1
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      ( 3 ) 

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. An example of a stakeholder’s opinion about 

the importance of the i-th concern iC .
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After normalization, the following equations are 
concluded. 
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Where i , i


and i  are respectively the weight factor, 
its standard deviation and the relative uncertainty for the i-th 

concern. Relative weight i  is often used as the criteria for 
ranking parameters or concerns. Under uncertain situation, 

however,  i  is not the only parameter to rank data, and its 

uncertainty i


can play an important role in the ranking 
process. High uncertainty can lead to high risk, and one may 

prefer a concern with more certainty but lower i . On the 
basis of discussion above, we use “the reliability index” as 
an estimated measure of reliability of each concern. 
Therefore, the reliability index of each concern is estimated 
as 

i

i
i









      ( 8 ) 
The equation above indicates the relative standard error 

(RSE) for the importance of i-th estimated concern, which 
also can be referred to as reliability of the i-th concern [29]. 
It represents the degree of stakeholders’ consensus on the i-

th concern. The algorithm for applying this method is 
described next and an example application of it is presented 
in the next section.  

C. Algorithm 

Here, we describe the steps needed for ranking the 
requirements. A summary of this process is shown in Figure 
5. 

 List m  stakeholders and n concerns for SoI. 
Determine the weight of stakeholders’ opinions if they 
are not evenly graded. 

 Draw tables and list concerns 1 2( , ,..., )nC C C  using 
the numeric or verbal format shown in Figure 4. 

 Ask the stakeholders to fill the tables. This step 

concludes m  series of tables. Use ki
c

 format to label 

the collected information for each table, where k is the 
number of stakeholders. 

 Calculate the expected concern and standard 

deviation ( ki


and ki


) for each ki
c

. 
 Calculate the mean and standard deviation for each 

concern ( i and i ) for the i-th concern. Use 
Equations (1) and (2). If the stakeholders are evenly 
graded, use Equations (3) and (4). 

 Use Equations (5) to (7) to calculate the normalized 
weight of each concern, its standard deviation, and 
relative uncertainty. 

 If new stakeholders or concerns are realized, reiterate 
from the first step. Otherwise use Equation (8) to 
calculate the degree of consensus on each concern and 
rank the concerns. 
 

This process uses the collected information and sorts the 
system concerns based on the stakeholders’ opinion. The 
next section presents an example application for this. 

List  m stakeholders and n 
concerns 

Create evaluation tables for 
concerns   

Have concerns evaluated by 
stakeholders

Calculate mean and standard deviation (µi 
and ƃi ) for  each concern ci

Measure the degree of consensus 
for each concern (βi)

Rank the concerns based on 
degree of consensus

 
Figure 5. The process for ranking concerns.
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III. EXAMPLE APPLICATION 

To illustrate the application of the proposed method, a 
simple example is presented in this section. In the example, 
there are four concerns (hazards) in the pool of concerns 
(hazards). These concerns have typically been shown by 
different geometrical shapes (see Figure 6). Two 
stakeholders have ranked the concerns according to their 
views shown in this figure. The outcome of this ranking is 
presented in TABLE 1. The first column of this table shows a 
list of design concerns which are to be ranked. The rest of 
the columns respectively present the mean, standard 
deviation, relative weight, its uncertainty and relative 
uncertainty for each concern. The last column, which is 
highlighted, shows the degree of stakeholder’s consensus.  

As seen in this table, there could be different results for 
ranking based on “relative weight” or “relative uncertainty”. 
Here the “degree of consensus” plays an important role to 
set the priority of concerns as it acts as a measure of the 

reliability in each concern.  
This example shows how the method is used to 

communicate with stakeholders, register their concerns, 
integrate the collected data and disclose the most important 
aspects. Similar results have been achieved through real-
world case studies to prioritize the stakeholder consensus in 
terms of project requirements. See for example [6, 7]. 

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

This study highlights the stakeholders’ concerns for 
identification of system hazards. Realization of key concerns 
and their ranking can be a challenging task due to a high 
number of stakeholders and their competing or conflicting 
interest.  

The paper proposes an approach that uses a graphical 

0 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

 
0 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%  

(a) (b)

Figure 6. This figure presents the opinion of two stakeholders over the importance of four concerns shown by 
different figures. The numerical scale is used to present the importance of each concern. 

TABLE 1. THIS TABLE PRESENTS THE REQUIREMENTS AND THEIR WEIGHT FACTORS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, RELATIVE 
WEIGHTS, UNCERTAINTIES IN RELATIVE WEIGHT, RELATIVE UNCERTAINTIES AND DEGREE OF CONSENSUS.

Concerns 

Expected 
concern     

( i


%) 

Standard 
deviation 

( i


%) 

Relative 
weight    

( i


%)

Uncertaint
y in weight 

( i


%) 

Relative 
uncertainty      

( i


%)

Degree of 

Consensus ( i


%)

 

45 5 10 1.1 11 9.1 

 

60 7.5 14 1.7 25 8.2 

 

80 5 18 1.1 11 16.4 

 

82.5 5 19 1.1 11 17.3 
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tool to communicate with stakeholders, collect the 
information and combine it in order to rank the concerns. 
The “degree of consensus” is used to rank concerns. The 
proposed approach is based on probability theory and 
promotes probabilistic thinking.  

The use of this outcome for triangulation of hazard 
identification is the next step for this research. 
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Abstract—Architecture description formats like EAST-ADL 

and automotive open system architecture (AUTOSAR) use an 

extensible markup language (XML) based file representation. 

The complexity of the systems based on these architecture 

description languages often call for metrics definitions for the 

purpose of complexity or completeness management. The 

Swedish research project Synligare deals with improved 

management of complex systems based on EAST-ADL. One 

result from the project was that XPath could be used as a basis 

for the definition of design metrics, offering several 

advantages. XPath has further been demonstrated in the 

project to offer sufficient expressiveness and usability for the 
purpose. 

Keywords-Metrics; XPath; EAST-ADL; AUTOSAR; Exchange 
metrics. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The evolution rate of automotive electric/electronic(E/E) 
systems has increased exponentially during the last decade, 
and the number of electronic control units now typically 
amounts to 50-100 [1].New and complex functionalities and 
technologies are emerging, making the prospect of 
autonomous driving within reach [2]. A consequence of the 
higher complexity is that the classical document and file 
based methods are no longer sufficient to manage the 
product and process data. We have seen that the Software 
specification of a single Electronic Control Unit (ECU)can 
be in excess of 8.000 pages. Meanwhile, there is an increased 
demand for reduced development cycles and product costs. 

Synligare1 is a Swedish industrial research project that 
aims to improve methods and tool support for model-based 
development of automotive E/E systems within and between 
organizations [7]. The members of the Synligare project 
include Volvo AB, ArcCore AB, Autoliv AB, Semcon and 
Systemite AB. The parties represent the different roles in a 
typical E/E development project, including Volvo as a 
manufacturer and integrator ("OEM" in current automotive 
terminology), Autoliv as a Tier 1 supplier, ArcCore as a Tier 
2 supplier, Systemite as a high level modeling tool supplier 
on high levels of abstraction, ArcCore as low level modeling 
tool supplier, and Semcon as a specialist engineering service 
supplier. 

The project uses the EAST-ADL  language [8] as a 
common specification for exchanging developed data within 
and between organizations. EAST-ADL is an adaptation of 
SysML[9] for automotive E/E systems. The language 

                                                        
1Synligare means “more visible” in Swedish. 

includes support for high level specifications of the system, 
for instance, vehicle features, down to the implementation 
level, based on AUTOSAR[10]. The language includes 
optional packages for modeling of variability, timing, safety, 
and more. 

One of the main objectives of the Synligare project is to 
enable exchange of functional safety data inside and across 
organizations. ISO 26262 is a standard for functional safety 
that challenges the automotive industry. The data is produced 
on different location by different companies. However, the 
progress needs to be measured, updated, and consolidated in 
different companies and exchanged between suppliers and 
OEMs. Many process and products metrics in the ISO 26262 
standard are valid across organization boundaries. Many of 
the progress metrics can be extracted from product data. For 
instance, one such metric is the state of progress of the 
verification process for all technical safety requirements, or 
the state of fulfillment of safety goals on different levels of 
abstractions. 

The Synligare project specifically addresses data 
exchange challenges between OEMs and suppliers. When 
the exchange is based on a single formalized representation 
like EAST-ADL the efficiency and quality of the exchange 
can be significantly improved, since handover of 
development, tracing impact of changes and analysis of data 
can be automated. 

A remaining challenge when information is shared and 
exchanged is to assure that all involved parties can interpret 
the information in the same way. Although the XML based 
exchange format for EAST-ADL provides a formalization of 
the information, the way this information is viewed by 
different parties is not specified; specifically, when it comes 
to design metrics. For instance, EAST-ADL does not include 
progress measurements such as completeness or complexity 
of the design. In the Synligare project, these metrics were 
originally specified in natural language, with references to 
the constructs of the language. For specifying the metrics, we 
used a more formal alternative, inspired by XPath 
expressions[11], to express the metrics. These metrics could 
then be shared between different tools at the OEM and 
supplier sides to calculate the metrics in a unified way. Using 
common metrics enables the different groups and 
organizations to share a common view of the progress of the 
project. In this paper, we introduce this method of sharing 
metrics on model-based development data. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In 
Section II, definition of the EAST-ADL Language, while 
metrics using path queries defined in Section III. Section IV 
presents the implementation aspects of XPath, while Section 
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V dissection and conclusion, and Section VI gives a vision 
for future work. 

II. THE EAST-ADL LANGUAGE 

EAST-ADL is a domain specific architecture description 
language specialized for describing automotive E/E systems. 
The language supports the use of different levels of 
abstraction with traceability between the levels. The logical 
structure of an architecture expressed in EAST-ADL is 
according to a structural component model where 
components are connected through ports. 

EAST-ADL defines an exchange format in XML, called 
EAXML [12]. The schema of the EAXML is the most 
precise definition of the language, although the underlying 
meta-model is defined in UML. The mapping between the 
meta-model and the XML schema is according to patterns 
defined in the AUTOSAR community. According to these 
patterns the schema becomes a reflection of the meta-model, 
and the schema will only include elements according to the 
meta-model. 

Note that the principles behind the EAXML and 
ARXML (AUTOSAR xml) schemas differ from the schema 
of the XMI format, used for the representation of UML 
models; XMI is based on the more generic MOF (Meta 
Object Facility) framework [13]. This means that the schema 
of XMI will not reflect the used meta-model, but rather the 
meta-meta-model according to MOF. A consequence of 
importance to the use of XPath is that the element structure 
of an EAXML file is a direct reflection of the corresponding 
EAST-ADL model. 

III. METRICS DEFINITIONS USING PATH QUERIES 

XPath 2.0 became a W3C recommendation 2007. XPath 
is a specialized query language that can express selection 
criteria of nodes of an XML document, typically from within 
an XML style sheet. The selection criteria include the path to 
traverse in the structure of the document, and additional tests 
and predicates that must be fulfilled for the selected nodes.  

The way XPath is used is by 1) selecting the sets of 
nodes in the XML document that are relevant for the specific 
metrics, and 2) performing arithmetic operations on the 
quantities defined by the sets. 

In this section, we present two types of metrics that we 
have specified with path queries and shared between object 
model tools. The metrics are inspired by the XPath query 
language for XML files. The first type of metrics calculates 
the progress of the development process using the product 
data. The second type of metrics calculated the complexity of 
the product components. 

 

A. Progress metrics 

One type of the metrics that we defined and shared 
between tools extracts the state of the project from the 
development data specified in different tools. The underlying 
specification of the tools is EAST-ADL, which enables us to 
create generic metrics and share them between tools. One 
such metric describes the completeness of the allocation of 
requirements. 

The metrics value was originally expressed in the 
Synligare project as: "Progress of requirement allocation is 
measured as the fraction of requirements allocated to 
architectural elements" 

The two sets of elements involved in this calculation are 
1) the set of all requirements, and 2)the set of allocated 
requirements. 

The first set can be expressed as the path expression (1) 
below, which is assumed to start from a "EA-PACKAGE" 
context node of the EAXML document. Definition for 
different elements of the XML representation of the meta-
model such as EA-PACKAGE is available on EAST-ADL’s 
language specification documentation [8]. 

Note that since the EA-PACKAGE structure in an 
EAXML document is an arbitrary packaging structure, it is 
suitable to exclude this part from the definition, and define 
the part on a case to case basis. 

/ELEMENTS/REQUIREMENTS-
MODEL/REQUIREMENTS/REQUIREMENT  (1) 

 
The set of allocated requirements is a subset of the set 

described above, with the additional constraint that the 
requirement must be included in a so called "Satisfy" 
relationship: 

/ELEMENTS/REQUIREMENTS-MODEL/OWNED-
RELATIONSHIPS/SATISFY/SATISFIED-

REQUIREMENT-REFS/SATISFIED-REQUIREMENT-
REF      (2) 

 
The set of unallocated requirements can be defined as the 

difference between the two sets, using the "except" 
operation: 

/ELEMENTS/REQUIREMENTS-
MODEL/REQUIREMENTS/REQUIREMENT except 

/ELEMENTS/REQUIREMENTS-
MODEL/REQUIREMENTS/REQUIREMENT  (3) 
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Figure 1 Completeness of allocated requirements 

 

 
The fraction of the sets can be calculated using the XPath 

count function and div operator: 

count(/ELEMENTS/REQUIREMENTS-MODEL/OWNED-
RELATIONSHIPS/SATISFY/SATISFIED-

REQUIREMENT-REFS/SATISFIED-REQUIREMENT- 
REF) div count(/ELEMENTS/REQUIREMENTS-

MODEL/REQUIREMENTS/REQUIREMENT)  (4) 

 
The real underlying need behind this metric is the need 

for traceability to the set of unallocated requirements. This 
traceability can be performed interactively using a pie chart 
representation of the set (3) in the SystemWeaver tool [14]. 
We see the evaluated system in the tree view to the left in 
Figure 1. The system is the reference system of the Synligare 
project, supplied by Volvo. The package 
"RequirementsPackage" has been selected, thereby selecting 
the context of the evaluation. The "Requirements allocation" 
view to the right displays a pie chart, where the two slices 
represent allocated requirements (in blue) and unallocated 
requirements (in red). By selecting the Unallocated slice, the 
set of model elements according to the XPath expression (3) 
become highlighted in the tree view.  

B. Complexity of component models 

Another type of metric that we investigated in this paper 
is the metrics concerning complexity of component models. 
One such complexity metric is cyclomaticcomplexity [5], 
calculated for a component model. 

count(/CONNECTORS/FUNCTION-CONNECTOR)–
count(/PARTS/DESIGN-FUNCTION-PROTOTYPE) + 
2      (5) 

 
Another component complexity metric uses couplings 

between objects [6] 
count(/CONNECTORS/FUNCTION-CONNECTOR) div 
count(/PARTS/DESIGN-FUNCTION-PROTOTYPE)
      (6) 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION ASPECTS OF XPATH 

In the Synligare project, support for metrics definitions 
expressed by the path query language was implemented in 
the SystemWeaver tool. SystemWeaver has a programmable 
meta-model and constitutes an internal database that can 
manage and integrate the content of multiple EAXML files. 
The constructs supported by the meta modeling framework 
in the tool supports the patterns used in EAST-ADL, like the 
type/prototype pattern. This means that the internal 
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representation in SystemWeaver to a high degree conforms 
to the EAXML file format. A database like the one in 
SystemWeaver is not limited to managing the content 
corresponding to a single system, but can manage any 
number of systems, and content shared between the systems. 

SystemWeaver supports dimensions of data that is not 
supported by EAST-ADL, like versioning and management 
of contexts that go beyond the scope of a single system. Such 
dimensions correspond to additional axes of the XPath 
expressions that cannot be derived from the specific meta-
model. 

A specific challenge is the way references are expressed 
according to EAST-ADL and AUTOSAR. Instead of 
common XML ID/IDREF to express references, EAST-ADL 
and AUTOSAR uses element paths of the XML file to 
reference elements, e.g.,"/DesignLevelElements/ 
FCN/GlobalBrakeController/BrakeTorqueFL". 

References like the one described above are common in 
the AUTOSAR/EAST-ADL models and means that the 
XPath expressions cannot be evaluated against a DOM 
(Document Object Model). Instead, the XML file has to be 
parsed and transformed into a custom object model where 
references have been replaced by object links. 
SystemWeaver for example represents the references as bi-
directional object links. During an import of an EAXML file 
into SystemWeaver all path strings are parsed and replaced 
with object links. 

It can be assumed that any tool that supports EAST-ADL 
or AUTOSAR will have an efficient internal representation 
of such references. We have seen that a real life AUTOSAR 
XML file can be of the size of 10 Mbyte or more, including 
more than 100,000 elements. A corresponding EAST-ADL 
model would include even more aspects, and thereby more 
elements. This means that efficiency becomes a real concern, 
especially when the evaluation of metrics is done 
interactively, or when the complexity of XPath expressions 
are O(n2) or higher, for instance, when set operations are 
used. 

V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 

In this paper, we presented a generic method to formalize 
metrics and share them between model-based data 
management tools. In the Synligare project, metrics 
originally expressed in natural language have been re-
expressed in an XPath-like format and executed in different 
tools with identical results.  

Being XML based, Xpath is intended for use with XML 
based representations. Since XPath is implementation 
independent it can work as a formal definition of the metrics, 
while also being executable. 

Elwakil et al. [4] identified a number of advantages of 
using XQuery in metrics definitions for XMI based 
representations. These advantages have been found to hold 
also for XPath, being a subset of XQuery, for the case that 
data is represented in the more basic XML representations 
used for AUTOSAR or EAST-ADL: 

 

 The XPath expressions can be expressed according to 
the meta-model of the used architecture language, 
meaning that the correctness of the expressions can be 
validated statically. 

 The XPath language is standardized, technology 
independent, mature and wide spread. 

 A tool implementation of the method may directly 
interpret and execute the XPath expressions. This makes 
it easy to try different metrics expressions in the tool 
implementation, without changing the tool itself. 

 
In addition to these findings, the implementation of the 

support for XPath has taken benefit from the fact that XPath 
supports the selection of sets of elements, thus making it 
suitable for interactive analysis and traceabilitybetween the 
visualization of the metrics and the underlying data. 

The solution has been demonstrated using industrial 
examples, with satisfactory performance.  

There are some natural limitations and disadvantages of 
using XPath: 

 

 The approach is likely feasible only for those cases 
where the language is expressed as XML; specifically, 
that the schema is a reflection of the used meta-model. 

 Given the declarative characteristics of the language it is 
likely that not all types of metrics can be defined easily 
in the language. The use of XQuery as described in [3] 
has not been investigated for the type of representation 
used in the project, but may be an alternative for more 
complex types of metrics. 

VI. FUTURE WORK 

The evaluation of XPath for metrics definitions described 
in this paper was limited to the use cases of the Synligare 
project. It remains to evaluate the suitability of the approach 
for other types of metrics. 
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